
LA LETTRE COLLECTION



Our Semi Custom collection, the La Lettre Collection, 
contains a number of invitation suites with a true La Lettre signature style 
that you can purchase online and customize to your wishes and style. 
Perfect for the couples who love the style of La Lettre and would like to 
work with me one-on-one on your luxury quality invitations, but without 

the premium price tag of a full-custom design! 

All of these suites can be personalized with the calligraphy style and All of these suites can be personalized with the calligraphy style and 
printing color you like, different monogram and artwork options, and 

a curated selection of premium paper and envelopes in beautiful colors to 
make sure the invitation of your choice is right for you and your wedding 

style.

Follow the La Lettre Collection Guide to choose from the possible paper 
and envelope types and colours, the printing options and colors and

 the calligraphy style. the calligraphy style.



View the La Lettre invitation suites on the following pages. 

We have put together these designs with care to inspire you. The designs 

are very customizable, we are happy to adapt the designs to your wishes. 

Mixing and matching between the different suites is therefore possible. 

So if several details from the different suites appeal to you, 

we will gladly combine them into 1 design.



Choose 1 of the 4 signature calligraphy styles for your invitation. 

Each bit of calligraphy used in your invitation will be handwritten in your chosen style 

and digitized to be printed into the design.



In addition to the calligraphy, we also use a normal font for the texts 

in your invitation. Choose the style that appeals to you most below.



The colors below are possible for Digital printing and Letterpress 

Gold, copper, rose gold and champagne are possible for foil printing.

* White is only possible on dark paper.



MONOGRAMME



BOTANIQUE



ELEGANTE



THE VENUE



MODERNE



CLASSY MINIMAL
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